
FAQ 
mod and mod jr.

How long does the filter last? 
The mod and mod jr. have one combination filter that includes pre-filter, real
HEPA, and activated carbon. The filter life is 6-9 months of continuous use.

When the filter light is illuminated, does it mean it’s time to replace it? 
The red filter light will illuminate after 4,500 hours of run time indicating it is
time to check the real HEPA filter. We suggest replacing your filter when you
can no longer see white filter media.

How do I clean my filter? 
Clean the filter with the brush attachment of your vacuum cleaner or wipe
with a damp cloth. Cleaning your real HEPA filter every few months can
prolong filter life and help you get the best value for your purchase. 

How do I replace the filter? 
1. Turn off and unplug the purifier. 
2. Flip the purifier upside down and place it on a non-scratch surface with the
base facing up. 
3. Move the slide switch to the right to unlock. Grab the base and turn it
counterclockwise to loosen. Lift off the base of the purifier. Pull the handle of
the air filter to lift it out. 
4. Insert new filter with handle facing out. Twist the handle slightly to ensure
it is fully seated in the housing. 
5. Place the purifier base back on the housing lining up the arrows of the
base. Turn the base clockwise to tighten. Move the slide switch to the left to
lock. Flip the purifier over onto the base and plug back in and turn on.



How do I reset the Filter light? 
Press and hold the filter on the interface until the light goes from red to blue. 

What if my interface is not adjusting the fan speed? 
It takes a moment for the interface to recognize touch, so place your finger
on the fan speed scale until you see the interface light up. Then you can
adjust the fan speed to your liking. 

Why is the fan speed decreasing for a moment without me touching it? 
When the unit is operating at a high speed continuously, the motor will slow
down intermittently to extend the life of the motor. 

How do I turn my purifier on? 
Press the power button for a moment and release. Do not hold it down. The
interface will light up when powered on. 

How do I turn my purifier off? 
Press and hold the power button for a few seconds.

How can I clean the outside of my purifier? 
Use a clean, dry, soft cloth to wipe the external surfaces. Never use any
chemical or harsh cleaners.
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